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Properties and units in the clinical laboratory 
sciences 
Part XVIII. Properties and units in clinical  
molecular biology  

(IUPAC Technical Report) 

Abstract: This document describes the introduction of the concept of prop-
erty in the field of molecular biology for the presentation of results of clini-
cal laboratory investigations of genes and mutations. It follows the IUPAC–
IFCC systematic rules and attempts to create a common base for communi-
cation between the clinical laboratory sciences, the medical practitioner, and 
the molecular biology areas of knowledge.  

Because of the plethora of possible structural variations in the outcome 
of analysis, the designation of components is restricted to the symbols of 
genes as identified by the Human Genome Nomenclature Database 
(HUGO). The listing of properties having DNA as system comprises all 
symbols in the HUGO database except for symbols related to mitochondrial 
genes, while properties having RNA as system are included only when 
known to be in actual use. The detailed and accurate presentation of results 
is made by the laboratory performing the study, and it is recommended that 
the explicit guidelines given by Antonarakis and den Dunnen be adhered to.  

For electronic communication, a code (NPU) is allocated to each prop-
erty identified. The complete list of properties, which is an integral part of 
this report, can be accessed at <http://www.iupac.org/publications/ 
pac/2004/7609/7609x1799.html>. 

PREFACE 
The present document is the 18th part of a series on properties and units in the clinical and environ-
mental human toxicology laboratory sciences initiated in 1987. 

The series currently comprises: 
 
I.  Syntax and semantic rules [3] 
II.  Kinds-of-property [4] 
III.  Elements (of properties) and their code values [5] 
IV.  Properties and their code values [6] 
V.  Properties and units in thrombosis and haemostasis [7] 
VI.  Properties and units in IOC-prohibited drugs [8] 
VIII. Properties and units in clinical microbiology [9] 
IX.  Properties and units in trace elements [10] 
X.  Properties and units in general clinical chemistry [11] 
XI.  Coding systems: structure and guidelines [12] 
XII.  Properties and units in clinical pharmacology and toxicology [13] 
XIII.  Properties and units in reproduction and fertility [14] 
XVI. Properties and units in clinical allergology [15] 
XVII. Properties and units for urinary calculi (in preparation) 
XVIII. Properties and units in clinical molecular biology (this report) 
XIX. Properties and units for transfusion medicine and immunohematology [16] 
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FOREWORD AND SCOPE  
Basic research in biology and medicine and innovations in laboratory methodology have greatly in-
creased the range of properties available to medical practitioners to help them in diagnosis, treatment, 
and prevention of disease. 

The increase in variety of properties examined is now such that the individual physician has in-
sight into or understanding of only a limited number of properties offered to him from the various 
clinical laboratory specialties. 

In the laboratory, local terms (jargon) may be well understood among colleagues, but they are not 
appropriate for communication with the outside world. Likewise, a laboratory and its local commu-
nity of users, such as hospital or community physicians, may use a “local dialect” of the language of 
clinical laboratory sciences that is well understood by all concerned, but when the communication 
possibilities are wider, even transnational, risks of serious misunderstanding arise. 

It is, therefore, essential to promote clear, unambiguous, meaningful, and fully informative com-
munication. Coherence of statements made within and between medical specialties and uniformity in 
structure of presentation is an objective to be actively pursued. This will facilitate the transfer of in-
formation across socio-linguistic barriers. 

The purpose of this document is to apply the IUPAC–IFCC recommended syntax structures for 
request and report, providing formats and names of properties observed in the domain of medical mo-
lecular biology, and to facilitate unequivocal written or electronic communication between health 
care professionals. 

For identification of genes, the “approved names” given in the HUGO [1], in the form of symbols, 
have been used except for symbols of mitochondrial genes. Variations in mitochondrial genes and 
chromosomes are not dealt with in this technical report. The use of symbols rather than names is in 
contrast to previous reports for other medical domains where names have been applied systemati-
cally. This is because the names of genes are often very extensive and of limited value to the non-
specialist. Admittedly, the symbols also are of limited direct informative value, but they are gaining 
increasing general application and hence meaningful connotation. 

One of the main points of this paper is the recognition that any report of a variation of a nucleic 
acid sequence should include the identity of the sequence referred to. For this purpose, reference is 
given to “Nomenclature for the description of sequence variation” elaborated by Prof. Stylianos An-
tonarakis and Dr. Johan T. den Dunnen [2].   

 The list of properties shown in this document comprises the list of symbols for components 
as given in the HUGO as of 24 September 2003. This list, which is an integral part of this technical 
report, can be accessed at <http://www.iupac.org/publications/pac/2004/7609/7609x1799.html>. 
Since the list of properties contains more than 16 000 entries, it is not suitable for printing on paper. 
The online version contains links to databases that allow the reader to obtain information about the 
selected genes. Frequently updated versions of the listing can be obtained at 
<http://dior.imt.liu.se/cnpu>, the official C-NPU site, also from 
<http://www.labinfo.dk/English/download_uk.asp> the listing can be downloaded both as an Excel 
file or as HTML files. 

SYNTAX 
System(specification)—Component(specification); kind-of-property(specification) = accurate, unam-
biguous description of findings [17]  

CONCEPTS, TERMS, AND DEFINITIONS 
system: demarcated arrangement of a set of elements and a set of relationships between these ele-
ments [17,18] 

http://www.iupac.org/publications/pac/2004/7609/7609xXXXX.html
http://dior.imt.liu.se/cnpu
http://www.labinfo.dk/English/download_uk.asp
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EXAMPLES: A portion of DNA from a sample of blood. A portion of RNA from a biopsy. 

component: definable part of a system [17,18] 

EXAMPLE: GJB1 gene (symbol for gap junction protein, beta 1, 32kDa)(connexin 32, Char-
cot-Marie-Tooth neuropathy, X-linked) 

kind-of-property: common defining aspect of mutually comparable properties 

NOTE 1: There is presently no officially approved definition. This definition is for use in this 
document only. 

NOTE 2: In ENV 1614 [18], the term “property” (in a general sense) is used as synonym for 
kind-of-property.  

NOTE 3: A kind-of-property may be qualified by each user to nominal scale, ordinal scale, dif-
ferential scale, or rational scale. The last three types of kind-of-property are also called kind-
of-quantity [17]. 

nominal scale: scale with a set of possible values for a given kind-of-property that are each a word or 
symbol without any relation to magnitude [17] 

NOTE: The values may be listed in any order according to practical considerations and con-
vention. 

designation of property: set of data elements comprising information on system, component, and 
kind-of-property, and their adherent specifications. 

NOTE 1: There is presently no officially approved definition. This definition is for use in this 
document only. 

NOTE 2: Information about identification of patient, time and result is not considered in the 
entries of this document. 

EXAMPLE: DNA(spec.)—A1BG gene; seq.var. 

international coding scheme identifier (ICSI): identifier assigned to identify uniquely a registered 
coding scheme for use in information interchange [19] 

EXAMPLE: “NPU” for codes allocated by the C-NPU of the IFCC–IUPAC. 

code value: result of applying a coding scheme to an element in a coded set [19] 

EXAMPLE: NPU21382 for DNA(spec.)—HLA-F gene; taxon 

taxon: kind-of-property indicating non-numerical classification of entities according to values of a 
set of properties 

NOTE 1: There is presently no officially approved definition. This definition is for use in this 
document only. 

EXAMPLE: taxon in “DNA(spec.)—HLA-DQA1 gene; taxon” 

sequence variation: kind-of-property indicating change in one or more nucleic acid bases compared 
to a conventional structure 

NOTE 1: There is presently no officially approved definition. This definition is for use in this 
document only. 

NOTE 2: The sequence variation includes such changes as substitution, deletion, insertion, fu-
sion, duplication. Which type is relevant in a given case should be indicated in the result. 
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NOTE 3: If no sequence variation is found the result should be 0, or alternatively a full descrip-
tion of the outcome should be given. 

NOTE 4: The intentional definition is based on the extensional definition given by Antonorakis 
and Dunnen [2]. 

STANDARDIZED REQUEST AND REPORT OF CLINICAL LABORATORY RESULTS 
The parts of a request and a report are presented in Table 1. 

Essential for a request (Table 1) are parts 1 and 2, covering information on patient identification, 
time or time interval for sampling, and information on the property requested. 

The laboratory report comprises the three subdivisions 1, 2, and 3. 
To each element in part 2 may be added a specification as a parenthetic suffix for clarification and 

to avoid ambiguity. 
Remarks (part 4) with details on findings, interpretation of results, or other. 
Thus, the elements of the designation of a property comprise: 

System(specification)Component(specification); kind-of-property(specification) 

This is as recommended by IFCC and IUPAC [17] and by the European standard ENV1614:1995 
[18]. 

 
 

Table 1 Standard systematic description. 

1  Identification and time 
1.1  Identification of patient 
1.2  Date and time(s) of sampling 

 
2  Property 

2.1 System (specification) 
2.2 Component (specification) 
2.3 Kind-of-property (specification) 

 
3  Result  

3.1 Equal-to sign 
3.2 Identification of finding in keeping with ref. [2] 

 
4  Remarks 

ELEMENTS OF AN ENTRY 
In the series of technical reports under the heading “Properties and Units in the Clinical Laboratory 
Sciences”, the general structure of an entry is as below. The terms recommended are given in bold-
face, that is: The systematic term for the type of property, the unit, and the coding scheme identifier 
with a code value.  

1. Name of system and parenthetic specification spelled out in full, and followed by a long dash 
(em dash)  

2. Alphanumeric chemical prefixes to component name  
3. Recommended name of component and parenthetic specification shifted to the left for alpha-

betical sorting and searching, and followed by a semicolon  
4. Kind-of-property and parenthetic specification  
5. Unit  
6. Molar mass (M) for conversion from other units  
7. Presently recommended calibrator  
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8. Previous calibrator(s)  
9. Other term(s)  
10. Authority: Code value for the international organisation recommending the name of the compo-

nent or the combined elements of an entry  
11. Note with any further information  
12. [NPUXXXXX]. Code value, intended for interlaboratory transmission between databases  
13. Example in abbreviated form  

In this technical report, only some of the elements are applicable, as listed below. 

1. Name of system and parenthetic specification spelled out in full, and followed by a long dash 
(em dash)  

2. Not applicable  
3. Recommended name of component and parenthetic specification shifted to the left for alpha-

betical sorting and searching, and followed by a semicolon  

Note: In this document, the term for component is substituted by its gene symbol. 

4. Kind-of-property and parenthetic specification  
5. Not applicable 
6. Not applicable  
7. Not applicable  
8. Not applicable  
9. Other term(s)  

Note: In this document the full term for the component is given in explanation of the symbol 
used in 3 above.  

10. Not applicable 
11. Not applicable 
12. [NPUXXXXX]. Code value, intended for interlaboratory transmission between databases 

 Note: The underlined NPU codes contain links to the HUGO database [1] which explain in full 
the meaning of the gene symbols.  

13. Example in abbreviated form 

In the examples given, a question mark, “?”, has been used to represent a value of a result for a 
nominal property. 

EXAMPLE 
1.  DNA(specification.)— 
3. A1BG gene; 
4.  sequence variation 
9.  name of component: alpha-1-B glycoprotein gene 
12.  NPU30000 
13.  DNA(spec.)—A1BG gene; seq.var. = ? 

SYSTEM AND SPECIFICATION 
As indicated by the topic, systems are confined to DNA and RNA. Specifications to the system about 
a parent supersystem, such as “blood”, “biopsy from colon cancer”, “plasma”, “serum”, “spinal 
fluid”, “mouth wash”, “dried blood spot”, are detailed as a note in the EDIFACT or other transmis-
sion system. 
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Component and specification 
Components are presented by the symbols for genes from the Human Genome Nomenclature Data-
base or from the HLA Informatics Group [19] with the addition of the word “gene”.   

Distribution of information between designation of property and result 
Detailed information in the designation of properties is omitted, except for a few specified by an 
OMIM code, as the number of genes precludes granularity beyond the symbol of the gene. If at-
tempted, the number of entries would encompass many millions.  

Thus, detailed information according to Antonarakis and Dunnen [2] on findings is given by the 
laboratory performing the examination and is stated in the form of a result.  

Some possible examples on positive and negative findings are presented below. The reference se-
quence(NM) code values are from ref. [20]. 

NPU19111 DNA(spec.)—HFE gene; seq.var. = NM_000410.2: [c.187C>G] + [c.187C>G] 
NPU19111 DNA(spec.)—HFE gene; seq.var. = no variation at NM_000410.2: [c.187] nor 

[c.845] 
NPU19039 DNA(spec.)—CFTR gene; seq.var. = NM_000492.2: c1522_1524delTTT 
NPU19254 DNA(spec.)—ABCC8 gene; seq.var. = NM_000352.2: 4524_4525insCGGCTT 

Antonarakis and Dunnen [2] have no suggestions yet as to the presentation of translocations. A 
possible ad hoc proposal is as: 

NPU19599 RNA(Ewing Sarcoma biopsy)—EWSR1 gene; seq.var. = translocation 
NM_005243.1: 793>ERG NM_004449.2: 695 

For properties in molecular biology applied to transfusion medicine and immunohematology, a 
taxonomic presentation is suggested. 

NPU33990  DNA(spec.)—HLA-C gene; taxon =  Cw*0102; Cw*0305 
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